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S.T.A.L.K.A.N.

-THE ROLE PLAYING GAMEOverhauled by GOOHS (steamcommunity.com/groups/vstalker)

with the invaluable help of /tg/



Original System by Elliot Chadwick

(cheeserunner@hotmail.co.uk)



PDF, editing, and formatting version 1 by PSYDPope



Additional editing, formatting, rule additions and

changes by Maffo (http://www.reddit.com/user/ImaffoI/)

Additional thanks to:



The Zone survival Guide http://cop.zsg.dk for

many of the pictures,maps and mutant

descriptions.

The Misery mod team for some of the weapon

pictures and ideas.

Stalker wiki
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(You may spread and modify these rules as you wish, as long as you

mention the contributors mentioned here. You may not use this work

for commercial means nor sell it.)
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Note:

The RPG you are about to read is based on the d20 modern system and

as such assumes you read some parts of that system. The following is

recommended reading material from the modernsrd, findable for free on

the internet:

THE BASICS p7

COMBAT p122-131

ABILITY SCORES p8

ALLEGIANCES p9

REPUTATION p13

TOUGHNESS p16

SAVING THROWS p17

ACTION POINTS p18

DEATH, DYING, AND HEALING p19-20

CONDITION SUMMARY p21-22

ENVIRONMENT &amp; HAZARDS 23-25

SKILL BASICS 60Note: If this rulebook and modernsrd rules clash, this book takes

precedence.
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WARNING: This RPG is very minimally play-tested and vague at times.

GM’s should feel free to change/rule different over/remove anything

in this rulebook. Use at own risk.



1) Background and History

After Chernobyl was evacuated, the area around it was silent untouched by man and reclaimed by nature. Trees grew up amongst the

concrete edifices of Pripyat and wildlife found new homes in among

the ruins.

Without any reason to enter the area, mankind left it alone - a

nagging thorn in the conscience that refused to go away.

But like any forgotten area of the world, stories began to be spread

about the forsaken Zone. Reports of strange creatures, twisted by the

consequences of the accident became commonplace. Some even spoke of

abandoned treasures within what came to be called "The Zone".

In 2006, disaster seemed to strike again. A bright light originated

from the old reactor plant and speculation of a second explosion

began. Military patrols increased as the authorities seemed more

determined than ever to keep people out. However, human nature

prevailed. Curiosity and greed led to the phenomenon of the "Stalker"

- part explorer, part mercenary, part treasure hunter. These brave

and foolhardy individuals started entering the Zone to see what could

be salvaged. What they found was beyond imagination.

Stalkers found both wonders and horrors of equal grandeur. Strange

irradiated objects called "artifacts" fetched huge sums on a thriving

black market, finding that the objects had strange powers, and acted

as excellent replacement minerals, often being used in jewelry.

However, the risks involved in retrieving these were huge - mutant

creatures roamed the landscape, ready to feed on anything they

encountered and horrific pockets of energy known as "Anomalies"

claimed the lives of many unwary Stalkers as if nature itself was

trying to prevent human intervention.

But the Zone offered more than just opportunities for profit.

Researchers started to investigate the mysteries of the Zone.

Different ideas about the Zone sprung up. Some see it as a gift to

mankind while others want the Zone to be destroyed. Stalkers within

The Zone began to form alliances, waging a war within the irradiated

wasteland.

It is now 2012. The Zone is full of wonder and death. Stalkers,

mutants and the military roam the deadly landscape of the Zone. It is

in this world that you will take the first faltering steps toward

becoming a Stalker.
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The life of a stalker is harsh and deadly. Many a night will be spend

outside and the food is bad. But if you survive the harsh welcome of

the Zone, you might just unlock its secrets and wealth.



2) Character Creation

Step 0: create a general concept of yourself.

Rookie or experienced stalker, everyone has an image of themselves.

Think about how you see yourself before you start creating your

stalker.



Step 1: determine ability scores.



The majority of statistics are based around combat. The Zone is a

dangerous place however, and the player will also need other skills

to survive. They will also help determine a player's place on the

Zone: - a character with low reflexes would not last very long in

close quarters after all.

Initially, the character has ten points in each statistic, with five

additional points to distribute during character creation. Players

may move points around as they like (7 (-3) being the lowest you can

go in a stat, 15 (+5) being the highest). This makes a total of 65

stat points.

Whenever the character needs to roll using any of these stats, they

should throw 1d20 +/- ability modifier + skill modifier. A ability

modifier is equal to the total ability minus ten(for example 9 strength

would mean a -1 modifier).



I) Strength

Strength determines how much the character can lift on short term,

and how effective they are in melee combat. Strength also

increases the distance the player can throw grenades or bolts.

Strength is recommended for players that prefer close combat–

particularly shotgun users. Strength affects melee damage,

grenade throws, strength rolls. Each +1 in strength lets you

carry 1 inventory slot more. Higher strength makes it easier to

dual wield.



II) Endurance

Endurance affects most of the things that would sap the common

stalker. The rule of thumb is to ask, ‘’Is he tough enough?’’

Endurance can be anything from how long the character can sprint, to

how much radiation they can absorb before becoming poisoned. It also

counts for how long they can survive without food, water or sleep.

Endurance affects movement across the battlefield. While it would not

be particularly useful for a sniper, Endurance is recommended for

mid-range weaponry – such as assault rifle users who may need to move

in or fall back quickly. Endurance has an effect on your innate

Toughness bonus (1 Toughness per +1), fortitude saves and survival

rolls.
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Staying alive in the Zone often requires stalkers to spot trouble

before it sees them, whether it’s sighting that Controller before

it can start messing with your mind, or seeing that anomaly before

you step on it.

Perception is an important stat for the scoped rifles. Perception

affects perception checks, and the PER bonus is added to accuracy

rolls of scoped weapons.
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III) Perception



IV) Agility

Flips and Parkour are not necessary abilities of a stalker, but

jumping over a fence before a dog rips your leg off is. Agility

affects the way a stalker moves or interacts with an environment –

mainly in urban or industrial areas. Let’s face it… where do you

vault in a field?

Agility is recommended for an SMG user. Anybody who needs to move

around quickly – but it is still useful for characters who wish

to avoid a fight. Agility affects physical movement checks,

climbing, jumping etc. Agility bonus is added to attack accuracy

rolls. Agility also increases your movement speed.



V) Reflexes

Sometimes Perception rolls just don’t go your way. Reflexes affect

the character’s ability to react. This may be as harmless as grabbing

the first slice of cake – or drawing a gun faster than a disguised

bandit. Highest Reflex roll decides who goes first in combat.

Reflexes affect the initiative roll, reflex save, Armor Class.



VI) Charisma

Charisma affects the player’s ability to persuade, deceive or

even enrage NPCs. Sometimes it can help you get a better deal on

merchandise.

Although Charisma is largely useless in most combat scenarios, some

situations might allow you to talk down the attacker. Perhaps you

made a wrong turn at Duty? Charisma affects charisma rolls and an

amount of skills.



Step 2: allocate skill points &amp; feat

A stalker also needs skills in addition to abilities to survive. A

beginning stalker has 5 skill points to divide between the 9 skills

under 3) skills/feats. Choose carefully, as experience and skill

points are precious things, and you don’t quite “level” as a stalker.

You also get something special to your character, a feat. Choose 1.

Your gm can give you additional skill points or even feats whenever

he/she pleases during the game. You also get 1 action point (see

modernsrd) per session.



Step 3: buy equipment



A stalkers best and quickest way to get better is to get better

equipment. However, you start with almost nothing. Getting to and

into the Zone is expensive after all. You start with a knife,

binoculars, 15 bolts, food and water for a day, a backpack and the

clothes you are wearing. You have 3000 rubles to spend on equipment

(GM can choose to increase this budget), choose wisely. Do you get

that basic detector, or do you prefer a better gun or protection?

Determine where you keep all your equipment on your person.



Step 4: Expand yourself.

A stalkers look might or might not be important to himself, but it is

still good to know. Fill out your description. It is unlikely for a

rookie stalker to have a reputation or membership of a faction. If

you do or are more experienced, fill these in.
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Fill in the rest of your sheet stalker. Your Toughness, attack rolls,

weapons, initiative and your remaining Rubles.
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Step 5: Fill in the rest.



3) Skills/Feats

Skills:

1.



Athletics (str) (Covers difficult situations you encounter while

climbing, jumping, swimming or simply running.)

Scavenging (per) (Finding stuff in the Zone.)

Repair (per) (Weapon and armor repairs and upgrades)

Survival (end)(surviving in the wilderness, like navigation,

cooking and tracking.)

Book smarts (cha)(Knowing things you would learn in a book)

Street smarts (cha) (Knowing about the Zone and its dangers. It

also covers your intuition about situations.)

Stealth (ag) (Moving unnoticed, but also stealing, pickpocketing

etc)

Acrobatics (ag) (Covers your attempt to stay on your meters in a

tricky situation and of course acrobatic actions.)

Persuasion (cha) (Getting people to do what you want, with

minimal gunfire.)

5 ranks available in each skill



2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.







































Anomalous Material - your constant exposure to anomalies has rendered

you very sensitive to the Zones strange emissions. You can sense

anomalies, DC10 perception check, within 20 squares.

Gravedigger - you constantly find dead bodies and have grown quite

adept and finding their hidden stashes on their person

Bullet Baron - you have a better chance of finding ammo.

Firearms training - +1 to hit/dmg for one specific type of firearms.

Specialization- +3 to hit/dmg with one specific gun.

Knife Training – Can attack twice in one turn with a knife, or four

times a turn with dual knives, full action.

Dual Wielding – Can dual wield with only a -2 main hand penalty and -4

offhand penalty.

Reload Training – 5 free action reloads per encounter for weapons that

usually take a half action to reload.

Throwing Knives Training – Can throw knives with a 1d20+4 weapon

accuracy, 1d20+10dmg. Free action to switch to next knife.

Mutant Mauler - +8dmg to all mutants

Human Hauler - +4dmg to all humans

Hunchback of Agropom – Increased carrying capacity by 10 weight

points.

Neurosurgeon - +2 to hit on headshots

Strong Minded – Can survive 100 mind damage instead of 50. You also

get a + 3 on your will saves.

Hawk Eye - +4 to spot anomalies or bloodsuckers at a distance.

Chikki Brikki - +4 to hit with flashbangs/grenades.

Snapshot – 2 AoOs a turn (instead of 1).

Duck and Cover! – Can survive up to 70 rads without dying.
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Feats:
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Alcoholic – Vodka heals 40 rads (instead of 20). Your needs also let

you cook up some moonshine with clear water and a fire for own use.

(same stats as wodka)

Light Sleeper – Can sleep 6 hours instead of 8 per night while gaining

the same benefits. You are also aware of your surroundings while

sleeping.

Smooth talker – - 10% on all prices.

Medic – medkits heal 1.5 times their normal hp restoration. You can

also revive a player outside combat without using a medkit (bringing

them back to 10 hp).

Thick Blooded – bleeding starts after a hit of 25HP instead of a 15HP

hit and your bleeding stops naturally after 3 turns.

Junkie – Energy drinks give double the boost, but you lose two squares

of movement next turn.

Average Cook – You can combine foodstuffs to increase their combined

hp restoration by 1.5. You are also better at cooking mutant meats.

Improvised Surgery – You can use some torn armors of fallen enemies as

makeshift bandages. Affected by perception.

Bro Grab - If you're standing diagonally from a friendly player, you

can do a reflex and strength roll to see if you can pull them out of

enemy fire once during the enemy's turn.

Grenade Launcher - If you successfully roll to dodge a grenade, you

can do a reflex roll to see if you can throw it back at your

attackers.

Liquid Courage - drinking vodka cures 20 points of mind damage.

Alert- The stalker gets a +2 bonus to perception when not actively

looking around.

Animal Affinity – This stalker has something with the many mutated

animals around the Zone. +2 to charisma when dealing with animals.

Runner – This stalker can run 18 squares instead of 12 in a single

full action.

Renown – The stalkers actions in the old land precedes him. +3 to

reputation.

Tough – You are a rugged stalker and have an innate 2 Toughness.

Windfall – You came upon some money before you went into the Zone.

Gain an additional 5000 Rubles.

Guide – You were a guide before. You get a +2 to survival when used to

move around and you easily remember routes to places you have already

been to.

Skillfull – You are a skilled stalker. You get an additional 3 skill

points to spend.

Nimble – You are quick and agile. You have a +2 reflex bonus against

enemy attacks.

In the Zone – You are completely at home in the Zone. You get a +2 to

initiative while in the Zone.
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4) Settlements

You would be hard pressed to find a fully functioning town in the

Zone; however, a number of settlements have flourished over the

years. While they won’t be as nice as your typical squalid hellhole,

they do offer shelter from the cold and far more dangerous mutants

and anomalies.

Most settlements are simply an entourage of stalkers defending an

abandoned building. In some cases they will allow you to stay with

them. Others will ask for a fee – some will refuse – and of

course, some may try to rob you.

You can trade with any non-hostile NPC, but be careful to put away your

weapons before approaching. Misunderstandings are often deadly in the

Zone. NPCs in the field will not very often have a good variety of stock,

but can give you an excellent price on ammunition if they can afford it

(and you can afford to give it away). If you want a real trader, then you

must find them in one of the established settlements.







Traders



There are few neutral establishments in the Zone – you will be

starting in one of these, named Cordon. Traders have a greater stock

than your average stalker – mostly because they have somewhere to put

it all. They are also more willing to buy things that others won’t

need. In the field, choice of kit is important.







Bankers



Want to keep that RPG but don’t want to lug it around all day?

Bankers are established in almost every major community, and are

willing to store your equipment for free – even move it to other

banks in a matter of hours. You will however, have to pay a small fee

to remove any items you’ve stored. You can also stash equipment

anywhere you like, but you’ll have to return to that spot to claim

it. Make sure you hide it well: stalker code means finders keepers.

Are you feeling lucky?







Fight Club



Spread the word! Several communities have started a battleground for

stalkers. You can bet on fights or participate yourself. There is

good money in victory, but the penalty for failure is death.







Bars
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Bars are a good place to chat to other stalkers or soak up the day’s

rads in vodka. This is also the place you’ll most likely find jobs or

information. Note that in many settlements, the barman is also the

trader.
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